Pacem, Dona Nobis Pacem

Two-part and Piano*

Traditional Latin

Music by
Mary Lynn Lightfoot

Expressively, with rubato \( \text{\( \dot{\text{c}} \)} = \text{ca. 60} \)

\( \text{pp} \) a tempo

Poco rit.

Pa - cem, do - na no - bis

Poco rit.

Pa - cem, do - na no - bis

Poco rit.

a tempo

Pa - cem, pa - cem, pa - cem.

Pa - cem, pa - cem, pa - cem.

Pa - cem, pa - cem, pa - cem.

Performance time: ca. 2:45

*Also available: SAB (CGE282); Performance/Accompaniment CD (CGECD113).
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